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Abstract
We dene an extended real-valued metric, , for positional games and prove that this class
of games is a topological semigroup. We then show that two games are nitely separated i
they are path-connected and i two closely related Conway games are equivalent. If two games
are at a nite distance then this distance is bounded by the maximum dierence of any two
atoms found in the games. We may improve on this estimate when two games have the same
form, as given by a form match. Finally, we show that if (G;H)=1 then for all X we have
G + X 6H + X , a step towards proving cancellation for positional games. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of positional games is the study of two-player games of perfect in-
formation with no randomness and real-valued outcomes. Play is alternating with a
nonterminated game having move options for both players. The origin of this eld is
in the paper [4] in which the key concept of the sum of games is rst introduced.
A move in a sum of games is a move in exactly one of the component games. It is
then the other player’s turn to move. Real-world examples of positional games include
Chess, Go and Tic-Tac-Toe. Conway later developed a closely related class of games
called combinatorial games for which the classic reference is [1]. Milnor restricted his
attention to games of positive incentive, i.e. games in which both players are eager to
move. It turns out that this restricted class of games is a group under the appropriate
denition of inverse. In [2] the full class of positional games, denoted FR, was studied
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and it was shown that this class has noninvertible games but satises the other axioms
for semigroups. Generally speaking, the class of Milnor games is much more thor-
oughly understood than FR. One example is whether the cancellation property holds
for all games in FR, i.e. does G+X H +X imply GH? If X is noninvertible this
question is open.
The current investigations have their origin in this question of cancellation. Since
FR is a commutative semigroup a proof of cancellation would assure the possibility of
extension to a group, though in addition to an abstract extension it is desired to obtain
an extension with a natural game-theoretic interpretation for the new elements (see [3]
for details). We dene an extended real-valued metric for positional games. We prove
that addition is continuous under the topology generated by the metric. We then show
that two games are nitely separated i they are path-connected and i two closely
related Conway games are equivalent. If two games are at a nite distance then this
distance is bounded by the maximum dierence of any two atoms found in the games.
We may improve on this estimate when two games have the same form, as given by
a form match. Finally we relate these studies to the question of cancellation in FR by
showing that if (G;H)=1 then for all X we have G + X 6H + X . In this case G,
H , and (all) X are not candidates for counterexamples to cancellation so we need only
search among G and H such that (G;H)<1:
2. Positional games and Conway games
We consider two-player, nonrandom games of perfect information with real-valued
outcomes. Omitted proofs may be found in [2].
Denition 1. FR, the universe of hereditarily nite games on R, is dened inductively
as follows:
1. Every r 2R is a hereditarily nite game.
2. If A and B are nonempty, nite sets of hereditarily nite games then fAjBg is a
hereditarily nite game.
If G= fAjBg then we write GL=A and GR=B. GL is called the set of left options
or left moves of G and similarly for the right options of G. Also if H 2A we write
H 2l G and if H 2B we write H 2r G. So gl 2l G i gl 2GL and gr 2r G i gr 2GR.
Write g2s G (symmetric elementhood) i g2l G or g2r G.
To each game we assign an ordinal rank (called a birthday in [1]) analogous to rank
in set theory. Real numbers have rank=0 and we call these games atomic games.
Those games G such that G 2FR − R are called nonatomic games. For nonatomic
games we have
rank(G)= maxfrank(gl) + 1; rank(gr) + 1g;
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where the maximum is taken over all Left and Right options of G. For example
f7j − 2g2FR has rank 1, ff7j − 2gj9g has rank 2, etc.
We now dene an addition operation on games. This operation rst appeared in [4]
and again in [1]. The idea is that to make a play in G+H , one plays in exactly one of
the games and leaves the other alone. It is then the other player’s turn and he moves
in exactly one component and so on until both components have ended.
Denition 2. We dene game addition. If p and q are atomic games then they add as
real numbers. Let
p+ fgl1 ; : : : jgr1 ; : : :g= fgl1 + p; : : : jgr1 + p; : : :g:
Finally, if G and H are both nonatomic then let
fGLjGRg+ fHLjHRg= fJ LjJRg;
where
J L= fgl + H;G + hl : gl 2GL and hl 2HLg
and
JR= fgr + H;G + hr : gr 2GR and hr 2HRg:
For the rest of this paper unless otherwise stated, p; q; r will designate atomic games,
i.e. real numbers, X; Y; Z;W;G; H; J will designate nonatomic games, GL will designate
the set of left moves of G, gl will designate a left move of G (i.e. gl 2l G), etc.
Proposition 1. Game addition is commutative and associative.
We now dene the operation of the Left and Right move operators, L; R, on a game.
We wish to capture the notion of the determined outcome of a game if both players
play completely optimally, i.e. in full knowledge of the entire game tree.
Denition 3. Let G 2FR. Then we dene L(G) and R(G) as follows.
1. L(p)= R(p)=p.
2. L(G)= maxf R(gl) : gl 2l Gg.
3. R(G)= minf L(gr) : gr 2r Gg.
Notice the maximum and minimum are over nite sets. Thus L(G) and R(G) are the
optimal outcomes which must occur if both players play optimally with Left starting
and Right starting, respectively.
We now are able to dene our primary binary relations. The basic idea is that given
two games, G and H , G may be preferable over H from the perspective of the left
player and H may be preferable over G from the perspective of the right player in
sums with test games. First, we operate on G+X and H +X , where X is an arbitrary
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test game, with L and R to produce the optimal outcomes. If the outcome of playing
G + X is always greater than the outcome of playing H + X we say G is \greater
than" H .
Denition 4. Let G;H 2FR. Dene
G> L H i 8X 2FR L(G + X )> L(H + X ):
Dene
G> R H i 8X 2FR R(G + X )> R(H + X ):
Finally dene
G>H i G> L H and G> R H:
If G>H and H>G then write GH . Write G> L H if G> L H and not H> L G.
Similarly dene G> RH and G>H .
Proposition 2. The binary relations > L;> R; and > are transitive.
The next proposition shows that to check if G>H it suces to check one of
G> L H or G> R H . Dene the transitive closure of a game G to be all the games
which are hereditarily elements of G. Formally, trcls(p)= fpg and trcls(G)=GL [
GR [ ⋃gs trcls(gs) where the union is taken over all options gs of G. Dene the sup-
port or alphabet of a game G, (G), to be all the set of atoms found in G, i.e.
(G)= trcls(G)\R. For ; 2R we write /  to indicate that  is much larger
than . The exact meaning of \much larger" is dependent on the context in which it
is being used. The proofs that utilize this notation could be formulated with precise
bounds but this seems to obscure the main ideas so we incorporate this notation. In
point of fact if >0 and we say let /  then usually choosing =10 will perform
the desired function. This is a useful heuristic. We write . (G) if for all 2 (G)
we have .  and (G). (H) if for all 2 (G) we have . (H).
Proposition 3. G> L H i G> R H .
Proof. By symmetry it suces to prove one direction, say left to right. So we assume
G R H and show G L H . If G R H then there exists a game X such that R(G +
X )< R(H + X ). Now let r 2R such that
−r. (G)[ (H)[ (X ). r:
Now dene Y = fX j − rg. Then
L(G + Y )= R(G + X )
and
L(H + Y )= R(H + X );
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because Left has such a large incentive to prevent Right from choosing −r in both
games. Therefore,
L(G + Y )< L(H + Y )
and we have shown G L H:
Proposition 4 (Comparison Theorem). If G is nonatomic then G>0 i:
1a. L(G)>0; and
1b. For all gr there exists grl such that grl>0 and G60 i:
2a. R(G)60; and
2b. For all gl there exists glr such that glr60.
Proposition 5. If G>H then for all J 2FR G + J>H + J .
Proposition 6. (FR=;>;+) is a commutative; partially ordered; semigroup.
Proof. Follows from previous propositions.
FR is not, in general, a group because many games do not have inverses. See [2]
for details. A game, G, is called invertible if there exists H such that G +H  0. By
the previous theorem we know that all invertible games are cancellable, i.e. if H is
invertible and G + H>J + H then G>J . The questions of whether the cancellation
property holds for > and  generally are open.
Denition 5. We dene FMR, the hereditarily nite Milnor games with real outcomes
(henceforth called Milnor games), inductively as follows:
1. For all r 2R; r 2FMR.
2. Let GL and GR be nite subsets of FMR and G= fGLjGRg. If L(G)> R(G) then
G 2FMR.
Examination of [4] reveals that FMR is the class of games under consideration in
that paper and it is clear that FMRFR. In Milnor’s original terminology, these games
have nonnegative incentive.
Denition 6. Let >M be the binary relation dened on FR by taking test games in
FMR. In other words, G>M H i for all games X 2FMR we have L(G+X )> L(H+X )
and R(G + X )> R(H + X ). We write GM H i G>M H and H>M G.
Denition 7. Let G;H 2FR. Then the Conway minus of G; cm(G), is dened
by cm(p)= − p if p2R. If G= fgl1 ; : : : jgr1 ; : : :g is nonatomic then cm(G)=
fcm(gr1 ); : : : jcm(gl1 ); : : :g.
The game cm(G) hereditarily reverses all move options of G, i.e. the game tree of
cm(G) is the \ipped" or \mirror image" version of the game tree of G.
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We may again prove a proposition similar to Proposition 3 which shows that we
only need to consider one of the cases of a Left start or Right start and that one case
implies the other.
Proposition 7 (Milnor [4, p. 296]). (FMR=M ;+; cm) is an abelian group.
We now dene special operators that produce the best outcome subject to certain
move constraints. For example, while playing in a sum G + H instead of playing the
game G to obtain the best outcome L(G), in some situations Left will desire to play
G subject to the constraint that he move last in G, forcing Right to play in the other
component H . The optimal result in this case is written as ( L; L)(G) and represents
the best-possible outcome for Left given the top priority of a nal Left move in G.
Denition 8. Let1 be greater than all elements of R and −1 be less than all elements
of R: We dene the action of the move-restricted operators, ( L; L) and ( R; R) on
games. Given a game G the move-modied games of G, denoted GLL and GRR, are
obtained from G by replacing all occurrences of atoms p in G by f−1jpg and fpj1g
respectively. Formally, pLL= f−1jpg; fgl1 ; : : : jgr1 ; : : :gLL= fgl1LL; : : : jgr1LL; : : :g, and
so on. Now dene
1. ( L; L)(G)= L(GLL).
2. ( R; R)(G)= R(GRR).
The move-modied games are utilized to assess appropriate penalties for taking or
failing to take the nal move in a game.
Example 1. Let G= ff1j2gjf3j4gg. ( L; L)(G)=−1 and ( R; R)(G)=1 because nei-
ther player has a move which insures a last move. Let H = f0; f0j1gj − 1g: Then
L(H)= 1 but ( L; L)(H)= 0:
Proposition 8. (1) ( L; L)(G)6 L(G).
(2) ( R; R)(G)> R(G).
Intuitively, the above proposition is clear because in a play of a game with additional
goals one can only do as well (and possibly worse) as play without any move restric-
tions. In the next section we will relate the move-restricted operators with winning
conditions in Conway games, which are now reviewed.
The Conway universe of games, UC, is the class dened by the following inductive
denition. The empty game, fjg 2UC. If GL; GR are sets of games (possibly empty)
then fGLjGRg2UC. The class UCF , of hereditarily nite Conway games, is similar
except that fGLjGRg2UCF i GL; GR are nite sets of hereditarily nite Conway
games. The games in UCF are called short games in [1]. We use the same denitions
for addition and comparison between games, denoted >C , as is found in the above
references and we maintain the same terminology of moves, options, etc. In [1] the
objects of interest were primarily the equivalence classes given by C . Notice that
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UC=C is called Ug in [1]. We write G C H to denote that G and H are equivalent
in the sense of [1] and write 0C to denote the Conway equivalence class of the empty
game, fjg.
3. The metric
We now introduce the main object of the present study, a measure of distance
between games.
Denition 9. We work in the extended real number system where −1<r<1 for all
real numbers r. Dene
L(G;H)= sup
X
j L(G + X )− L(H + X )j
and
R(G;H)= sup
X
j R(G + X )− R(H + X )j:
Let (G;H)= maxfL(G;H); R(G;H)g.
The proof of Proposition 3 shows that this multiplicity is redundant and leads to the
following result.
Proposition 9. For all G and H; L(G;H)= R(G;H).
In light of this proposition we will only have need to discuss (G;H)= supX j L(G+
X )− L(H + X )j:
Proposition 10.  :FR  FR!R[f1g is an extended real-valued metric.
Proof. We need only prove the triangle inequality.
(G;H) = sup
X
j L(G + X )− L(H + X )j
= sup
X
j L(G + X )− L(J + X ) + L(J + X )− L(H + X )j
6 sup
X
j L(G + X )− L(J + X )j+ j L(J + X )− L(H + X )j
6 sup
X
j L(G + X )− L(J + X )j+ sup
Y
j L(J + X )− L(H + X )j
= (G; J ) + (J; H):
Notice that G  H i (G;H)= 0: The next denition formalizes the separation of
the atoms belonging to two games. The alphabetic distance is not itself a metric but
will provide a bound on (G;H).
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Denition 10. The alphabetic distance between two games G and H is d(G;H)=
max2(G); 2(H) j − j:
Before further investigation of  we rst study a similar metric for Milnor games,
FMR:
Denition 11. For G;H 2FMR dene
0(G;H)= sup
X2FMR
j L(G + X )− L(H + X )j:
In other words, 0 is the natural equivalent of  for the restricted class, FMR. Notice
that for all Milnor games G and H we have (G;H)>0(G;H): However 0 is not
the restriction of  to FMR. This is because the extra test games in FR allow for cases
like G=0 and H = f0j0g where 0(G;H)= 0 (a consequence of results in [4]) but
(G;H)=1 (shown later in this paper). However unlike , 0 is real-valued, i.e. all
Milnor games are a nite 0 distance apart.
Proposition 11. 0 :FMR  FMR!R is a metric. In fact 0(G;H)6d(G;H):
Proof. Fix G;H; X 2FMR and suppose L(G+X )> L(H +X ): By [4, p. 294] we have
L(G + X )6 L(G) + L(X ) and L(H + X )> R(H) + L(X ): Therefore,
L(G + X )− L(H + X )6 ( L(G) + L(X ))− ( R(H) + L(X ))
= L(G)− R(H)
6 d(G;H):
Theorem 1. Game addition is uniformly continuous under the topology generated
by . Therefore FR is a topological semigroup. L and R are also continuous functions.
Proof. If (H; J )6 then (G+H;G+ J )6 since for any X we have j L((G+X )+
H)− L((G + X ) + J )j6:
We now pursue the classication of the components of nitely separated games and
bounds on these distances. We will require the notion of substituting one atom for
another in a game G.
Denition 12. A specied atom of a game G is a sequence of games, p=(g0; g1; g2;
: : : ; gn) where g0 =G, gn=p is an atom, and gi+1 2s gi. By p(i)= (gi+1; : : : ; gn) we
denote the specied atom of gi+1 derived from p. If p is a specied atom of G and r is
an atom, then the game obtained by replacing p in G with r, denoted G( p; r) is dened
inductively by G( p; r)= r if G=p (i.e. G is atomic), G( p; r)= fg1( p(0); r); gl2 ; : : : j
gr1 ; : : :g if G= fg1; gl2 ; : : : jgr1 ; : : :g and G( p; r)= fgl1 ; gl2 ; : : : jg1( p(0)r); gr2 ; : : :g if G=
fgl1 ; gl2 ; : : : jg1; gr2 ; : : :g. Finally we write G( p1; r1; p2; r2; : : : ; pn; rn) for G( p1; r1)( p2; r2)
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: : : ( pn; rn) and Gr for G( p1; r; p2; r; : : : ; pn; r) where f pig is the set of all specied
atoms in G.
Example 2. If G= f1jf2jf1j3ggg and the specied atom p is p=(G; 1) then G( p; 5)
= f5jf2jf1j3ggg and G0 = f0jf0jf0j0ggg:
In some circumstances we may be able to estimate the distance between two games.
Given a game G, specied atoms p1; : : : ; pn, and atoms r1; : : : ; rn, G( p1; r1; : : : ; pn; rn)
has the \same form" as G but with certain atoms replaced. The next denition cap-
tures this notion of two games having the same form and the proposition veries the
intuition that two games with the same form are separated by a distance bounded by
the maximum dierence of corresponding atoms.
Denition 13. A form match from the atomic game p to the atomic game q is the
unique function f: fpg!fqg (i.e. f(p)= q). A form match from the nonatomic game
G to the nonatomic game H is a quadruple of functions, f= hf1; f2; f3; f4i; where:
1. f1 : GL!HL and is bijective.
2. f2 : GR!HR and is bijective.
3. The domain of f3 is GL and f3(gl)=f0 where f0 is a form match from gl to
f1(gl).
4. The domain of f4 is GR and f4(gr)=f00 where f00 is a form match from gr to
f2(gr).
If there is a form match from G to H we say that G and H have the same form.
The distance of a form match f, denoted jfj; is jp− qj if f is an atomic form match
and maxgl; grfjf3(gl)j; jf4(gr)jg for a nonatomic form match.
Proposition 12. G and H have the same form i there exists a set of specied atoms
of G; f p1; : : : ; png; and a set of atoms fr1; : : : rng such that H =G( p1; r1; : : : ; pn; rn):
Proof. A simple induction.
Notice that if f is a form match from G to H then jfj6d(G;H) and the previous
proposition shows that rank(G)= rank(H).
Proposition 13. If f is a form match from G to H then (G;H)6jfj:
Proof. If f is an atomic form match then the result is clear. Now assume the propo-
sition for all games of smaller rank than G. First, suppose
L(G + X )= R(G + xl)
(i.e. xl is an optimal Left move). In H +X Left has the option to move to H + xl: By
induction on rank(X ) we have
j R(G + xl)− R(H + xl)j6jfj:
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This implies
L(H + X )> L(G + X )− jfj:
Now assume
L(G + X )= R(gl + X )
(i.e. gl is an optimal Left move). Note f3(gl) is a form match from gl to some hl and
jf3(gl)j6jfj. So by induction
j R(gl + X )− R(hl + X )j6jf3(gl)j6jfj:
This again implies
L(H + X )> L(G + X )− jfj:
A symmetric argument shows
L(G + X )> L(H + X )− jfj
so we have
j L(G + X )− L(H + X )j6jfj
and the proof is complete.
This result gives us an estimate on (G;H) in the case where there exists a form
match from G to H , namely minfjfj: f is a form match from G to Hg:
The following lemmas are used in the proof of the main theorem which characterizes
the games which are a nite distance apart.
Lemma 1. Suppose f p1; : : : ; png is the complete set of all specied atoms in G. Then
G and G( p1; r1; : : : ; pn; rn) are path-connected for any set of real numbers fr1; : : : ; rng.
Proof. Let G(t)=G( p1; tr1 + (1 − t)p1; : : : ; pn; trn + (1 − t)pn). Then by the pre-
vious proposition t : [0; 1]!G(t) is a path from G=G(0) to G( p1; r1; : : : ; pn; rn)=
G(1):
Lemma 2. G0C H0 implies G0H0:
Proof. By the comparison theorem it is easy to check that H0 + cm(H0) 0. It is also
easy to check that G0 + cm(H0) 0 if G0C H0.
Lemma 3. G0C 0C i ( L; L)(G)=−1 and ( R; R)(G)=1.
Proof. The move-restricted operators capture the ability to take the nal move in a
game. Both conditions hold i neither player can move rst with the goal of taking
the nal move in the game.
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Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:
1: G0C H0.
2: G and H are path connected.
3: (G;H)<1:
Proof. We prove (1) ) (2)) (3)) (1). G is path-connected to G0 and H is path-
connected to H0 by Lemma 1. So (1) implies G0H0 by Lemma 2 and this implies
(2). (2) implies (3) is a straightforward topological argument. Any path between G and
H is the continuous image of a compact space and is therefore compact. Cover the path
by balls of radius  and take a nite subcovering. The triangle inequality then implies
(3). To prove (3) ) (1), assume (1) does not hold. Then G0+cm(H0) 6C 0C so at least
one player, say Right, has an opening move which results in a Conway win, i.e. insures
he may make the nal move. The proof of Lemma 3 implies ( R; R)(G+ cm(H0))<1
whereas ( R; R)(H +cm(H0))=1: Let X = f−sjsg where −s. (G)[(H). s. Then
R(G + cm(H0) + X )= + 0 +−s.  + 0 + s= R(H + cm(H0) + X )
where ; 2 (G): We may make s as large as desired and this proves (G;H)=1
if (1) is false. Therefore we have shown (3)) (1).
In fact, we may improve on this result by deriving a bound on (G;H) if we know
the distance is nite. This bound will be a consequence of the next proposition which
is a ner result linking the Conway inequality with the metric.
Proposition 14. If G0>C H0 then
1: L(G + X )> L(H + X )− d(G;H):
2: R(H + X )6 R(G + X ) + d(G;H):
Proof. If G and H are atomic the result clearly holds. Now assume the result holds
by induction for all games G; H , and X of smaller rank and that (1) fails to hold. If
L(H + X )= R(H + xl)
for some xl (i.e. the Left move to xl is optimal) then we have
R(H + xl)6 R(G + xl) + d(G;H)
by induction. But
R(G + xl)6 L(G + X );
so we have
L(H + X )6 L(G + X ) + d(G;H)
which is a contradiction. Therefore, the optimal Left move in H +X must be to some
hl + X: Now since G0>C H0 either there exists hlr such that G0>C hlr0 or there exists
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gl such that gl0>C hl0 : If the latter holds then
L(H + X )= R(hl + X )6 R(gl + X ) + d(G;H)6 L(G + X ) + d(G;H);
where the rst inequality uses the fact that d(gl; hl)6d(G;H) and we again have a
contradiction. If the former holds then
L(H + X )= R(hl + X )6 L(hlr + X )
and
L(G + X )> L(hlr + X )− d(G; hlr)
by induction. Note that
d(G; hlr)6d(G;H)
and combining these inequalities we obtain
L(G + X )> L(H + X )− d(G;H)
which is again a contradiction. So (1) must hold and the proof of (2) is similar.
Corollary 1. If (G;H)<1 then (G;H)6d(G;H):
Proof. If (G;H)<1 then G0C H0 by the above theorem. The proposition then
immediately yields the result.
One may recall from the comments in the introduction that these investigations had
their origin in the search for a proof of the cancellation property for FR: The following
results shows that if there exists G; H , and X such that G 6H but G + X H + X
then (G;H)<1 and thus, in particular, G0C H0:
Proposition 15. If (G;H)=1 then for all X; (G + X;H + X )=1:
Proof. If (G;H)=1 then G0 6H0 by Theorem 2. Therefore,
(G + X )0 =G0 + X0 6C H0 + X0 = (H + X )0:
So (G + X;H + X )=1:
Corollary 2. If G0 6C H0 then for all X; G + X 6H + X:
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